
( d ) ^ ® w'il share your response internally with other'Scottish, fGdyernment pojicy teams who jriay'be'addressing the 
* ' issues you discuss .They may wish to contadt you again-in'tlie future, but we require your pernnission to do so Are 

you content for Scottish Governrient tO Gontactiyou'again ini'relation to this consultation exercise? 

.' 7 ; -.1X1'Yes Plcj!,e 111 k as appropriate 

CONSULTATION QUESTIONS , 

Overall Approach 

This consultation reflects a continuation and development of the Scottish 
Government's current approach for mental health. There is a general 
consensus that the broad direction is right but we want to consult on: 

• The overall structure of the Strategy, which has been organised under 14 
broad outcomes and whether these are the right outcomes; 

• Whether there are any gaps in the key challenges identified; 
•' . In addrtion tb existing^ work, what-further 'actions shbuld be prioritised to 

* help us to meet these challenges. ' A ' ' 

Comments 

none 

Improvement Challenge Type 1 > 

We know where we are ti-ying to get to and vvhat needs to happen to get 
us there, but there are signiticant challenges atteched to implementing 
the ,changes. An example of this is the implementation of the Dementia 
Strategy. There is a consensus that services for people wrth dementia are 
often not good enough and we already know about a range Of actions that will 
improve outcomes. However, some of these changes involve redesigning the 
way services are provided across organisational, boundaries and there are 
significantchallenges attached to doing this. 

Question 1: In these situations, we are keep to understand whether there is 
any additional" action that could be taken at a national level to support local 
areas to implement the required changes. 

Comments 

Vast increase in funding/for mental health 
Changes in drug prescription protocols especially for ybUng people and. 

those in old folk homes 



mprovement Challenge Type 2 

We know we need to improve service provision or that there is a gap in 
existing provision, but we do not yet know what changes would deliver 
better outcomes. Supporting services to improve care for people with 
developmental disorders or trauma are two areas where further work is 
needed to identify exactly what needs to happen to deliver improved 
outcomes. i 

Question 2: In these srtuations, we are keen to get your views on what needs 
to happen next to (develop a better understanding of what changes would 
deliver better outcomes. . • 

Comments 

Why ponder ariy longer on trauma or other issues like OCD ,eating 
disorders, phobias and GAD - spend mOre and integrate outside effective 
therapies into the NHS - train the staff in them, fund patients tp pay for 
private therapy or bring outside therapists into the hosptials and pronto 

Outcome 1: People and communities act to protect and promote their 
mehtel health and reduce the likelihood that they will become unwell. 

Question 3: Are there other actions we should be taking nationally to reduce 
self harm and suicide rates? . ' -

Comments _ 
Yes routine national screening of children at iDeriodic stages for their 
emotional health at the same time as checks are done on eye-sight weight. 
And link this is in wrth social workers data-bases . 
Please consurt those who have attempted suicide also to ask them for their 

recommendations. ' , : y 
introduce buddy-ing system; to school-children from PI possibly to be 

changed every year and numbers of buddies increased as they approach 
secondary school. 
Talk-ins and Story-times at all schools on subjects of feelings - wtth a light 
touch - on divorcing parents , on not liking one's sister, and the like ' 

iQlestibn;SlWhatTUi:ti^ can we take to continue to reduce'the stiqma 
bfMbntaT illriesjs and ill health and to reduce discrimination? 

Comments 



Question 5: How do we build on the progress that !see me has made in 
addressing stigma tb address the challenges in engaging services to address 
discrimination? A 

Comments 

Encourage more 'celebrities' to come out-L 

More tv shows and also running series like "In Treatment' starring Gabriel 
Byrne and Dianrie Wiest in a weekly series of documentary /style therapy 
.sessions. And also commission a few sympathetic films pn the subject. 

Question 6: What bther actions shoulcl we be taking to support promotion of 
mental wellbeing forjhdividuals and yyithin communities? , •. 

Comments 

funding projects/events that rebuild shattered communtties , community 
gardens, comniunity street parties . 

Outcome 2: Action is foCused on eariy years and childhood to respond 
quickly and to improve both short and long term outcomes. 

Question 7: What additional actions must we take to meet these challenges 
a^iirnprove access to CAMHS? 

Comments ; 

as above 



-gippn';S:-Vy^ 
li|iplementatlpn.!^the!!!^ specialist CAMHS?_ 

Comments 
V -

????? 

Outcome 3: People have an understehding of their own mental health 
and if they are not well teke appropriate action themselves or by seeking 
help. 

• ̂ b s t i b l ^ P i i ^ p a l f S ^ need= ibvtbk^i^ehailg:;^^ 
©|[ibris|^msei\/jesE^^ !-

Comments ' _ -

establish with each service-user a personal check -list of mental health 
indicators - sleep, appetite, social contacts and the like and encourage 
them to seek help when they or family and friends note worrying changes. 

Question 10: What approaches do we need to encourage people to seek help 
when they need to? , ' 7 ' 

Comments 

assurances of shorter waiting lists and of immediate response from health 
services even if tt only a first official NHS phohe call and promise of some 
follow -up within an agreed time. A iot of people do not bother to go for help 
because they know tt may be so long coming. , 

Outcome 4: First contact services work well for people seeking help, 
whether in crisis or otherwise, and people move on to assessment and 
treatment services quickly. 

Question 11: What changes are needed to the way in which we design 
services so we can identify mental illness and disorder as early as possible 
and ensure quick access to treatment? 



Comments 

see above in relation to children 

Outcome 5: Appropriate, evidence-based care and treatment for mentel 
illness is available when required and treatmente are delivered safely 
and efficiently. ^ 

Question 12: What support dp NHS Boards and key partners need to apply 
service improvement approaches to reduce the. amount of time spent on non-
value add[ng activities? , : _ . \ , A 

Comments 

do not know 

Q uestion 13: What!7sbpSolpb - N Boa rds 
Integrated Care Pathways|rn!t0-practice? , 

arid;; keyfspartnbrs need to put 

Comments 

do not know 

Outcome 6: Care and treatment is focused on the whole person and 
their capability for growth, self-management and recovery. 

!0!ijest|^Ml4: How do we continue to develop service user involvement in 
;se!ryi|^g^sign and delivery and in the care provided? 

Comments 

for a start make sure questionnaires such as these are short simple and 
user friendly. Fund local mental heatth user groups to give united voice of 
our concerns. > -



Question 15: What tbols are needed to support service users, families, carers 
and staff to achieve mutually beneficial partnerships? 

Comments 

the dropping of labels like rapid cycling, bi-pblar schizophrenia BPD and the 
like fj-om, accepted medical pariance and the re-evaluation ofthe basis for 
them . Evidehce strongly suggests nearly all emotional health issues are 
due to lack of support during stress and trauma particularly when people are 
.chronically exposed to stress, loss and the like wtthout support. 

Question 16: How do we further embed and demonstrate the. outcomes, of 
person-centred and' values-based -approaches to providing care in mental 
health settings? -d ": 

Comments 

do not know 

Question 17: How do we encourage implementation of the new Scottish 
Recovery Indicator (SRI)? 

Comments 

do not know 

Question 18: How can the Scottish Recovery Network develop its! 
effectiveness to support embeclding recovery approaches across different 
professional groups? . 

Comments 

do not know 



Outcome 7: The role of family and carers; as part of a system of care is 
understood and supported by professional staff. 

Muestioh lQ: Hovv Alo we support families and carers to participate 
meaningfully in care and treatment? 

Comments 

more transparency - and outreach - funding carers support groups 

Question 20: What support do staff need to help them provide information for 
.families and carers.to enable families and carers to be involved in their 
'relative's care? "'!" 

Comments 

need to ask staff this 

Outcome 8: The balance of community and inpatient services is 
appropriate to meet the needs of the population safely, efficientiy and 
with good outcomes. 

Question '21: How can we capitalise on the knpwledge and experience 
developed in those areas that have redesigned services.to build up a national 
picture of what works to deliver better outcomes? 

Comments 

Outcoriie 9: The reach of mentel health services is improved to give 
better access to minority and high risk groups and those who might not 
othervvise access services. ; 



Questibn 22: How do we ensure that information is useid to monitor who is; 
using services and to improve the accessrt)iltty of services? 

Comments 

childhood monitoring and working relationships wtth reps of such groups 

Question 23: How do we disseminate learning about what is important to 
make services accessible? - ; / . 

[K|estibri 24: In addition to services for blder people, developmental disorders 
and trauma, are there other significant gaps in seryice provision? 

Comments 

eating issues 
substance abuse ^ ; 
phobias 
bereavement especially when murder or suicide is involved. 

Outcome 10: Mentel health services work well with other eervices such 
as learning disability and substence misuse and are integrated in other 
settings such as prisons, care homes and general medical settings. 

•Question 25: In.addition to the wbrk alreadyln place fo.support the National 
jDementia Demonstrator sites and Learning Disability CAMHS, what else do 
you think we should be doing nationally to support NHS Boards and their key 
partners tb yyprk together to deliver person centred care? 



Question'26: In addition to the propbsed ,wprk.Jn. acute hospitals around 
pebple with dementia and the work identified,above wtth female prisoners, are 
thereAany other actions that you think should' be national priorities over the 
next 4 years to meet the challenge of providing an integrated approach to 
mental health service delivery? ' 

Comments 

preventative work with young people 

Outcome 11: The health and social care workforce has the.skills and 
knowledge to underteke ite duties effectively and displays appropriate 
attitudes and behaviours in their work with service users and carers. 

p S l | | | ) n 27: Hovv do we support implemeptatibn of Promoting Excellence 
across all health and social care settings? A A-

Comments 

"Question 28: In addition to developing a survey tp support NHS Boards' 
vi/orkforce planning around the psychological therapies HEAT target - are 
'XJnere any other surveys that would.be helpful at a national level? 

Comments 

more user friendly user surveys 



-Question 29: What are the other' priorities fbr workforce development and 
planning over the next 4 years? What is needed.to support this? I 

fQi!iestiori 30: How do we ensure that we have sustainable training capacity to 
deliver better access to psychological therapies? 

Outcohie 12: We know how we|l the mentel health system is functioning 
on the basis of national and local date on capacity, activity, outpute and 
outcomes. 

Question 31: Tn addition, tb the current work to further develop, national 
benchmarking resources, is there anything else we should be doing to enable 
us to meet this challenge. 

Questibri 32: What would si!!ipport services locally in their work tb embed 
clinical outcomes reporting as a routine aspect of care delivery?« 



Outcome 13: The process of improvement is supported across all health 
and social care settings in the knowledge that change is complex and 
challenging and requires leadership, expertise and investment 

Puestion 33: Is there any other actibn that shbuld be prioritised for attention Jn 
the next 4 years that would support services to meet this .challenge? 

Question 34: . What specifically needs to happen nationally and locally to , 
ensure we effectively integrate the range of improvement work in mental 
health? 

Comments 

more education and campaigning at the polttical level for a vast increase in 
funding 

Outcome 14: The legal framework promotes and supporte a righte based 
model in respect of the treatment, care and protection of individuals 
with mentel illness, learning disability and personality disorders. 

Question 35: Hbw do we ensurei i te| s taf i | f i^sup^r te^ that care and 
|rbaj^ntib.deliyefb 

Comments 

ongoing staff support meetings 


